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Understanding the cell– cell interactions that control CNS development and function has long been limited by the lack of methods to
cleanly separate neural cell types. Here we describe methods for the prospective isolation and purification of astrocytes, neurons, and
oligodendrocytes from developing and mature mouse forebrain. We used FACS (fluorescent-activated cell sorting) to isolate astrocytes
from transgenic mice that express enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) under the control of an S100� promoter. Using Affymetrix
GeneChip Arrays, we then created a transcriptome database of the expression levels of �20,000 genes by gene profiling these three main
CNS neural cell types at various postnatal ages between postnatal day 1 (P1) and P30. This database provides a detailed global character-
ization and comparison of the genes expressed by acutely isolated astrocytes, neurons, and oligodendrocytes. We found that Aldh1L1 is
a highly specific antigenic marker for astrocytes with a substantially broader pattern of astrocyte expression than the traditional astrocyte
marker GFAP. Astrocytes were enriched in specific metabolic and lipid synthetic pathways, as well as the draper/Megf10 and Mertk/
integrin �v�5 phagocytic pathways suggesting that astrocytes are professional phagocytes. Our findings call into question the concept of
a “glial” cell class as the gene profiles of astrocytes and oligodendrocytes are as dissimilar to each other as they are to neurons. This
transcriptome database of acutely isolated purified astrocytes, neurons, and oligodendrocytes provides a resource to the neuroscience
community by providing improved cell-type-specific markers and for better understanding of neural development, function, and
disease.
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Introduction
The nature and role of neuron– glia interactions in controlling
the development, function, and pathology of our brains remain
among the greatest unsolved mysteries in neurobiology today. In
particular, the development and function of astrocytes, a cell type

that constitutes approximately one-third of mouse brain cells
and nearly half of human brain cells, remain essentially unchar-
acterized. A central limitation in advancing our understanding of
mature astrocyte development and function has been the lack of
procedures that allow for their prospective purification. Primary
cultures of astroglia, which can only be prepared from neonatal
rodent brain, have been useful for gene profiling and other stud-
ies (McCarthy and de Vellis, 1980; Bachoo et al., 2004). These
astroglial cultures, however, are apparently derived from a small,
unidentified population of proliferating glial precursor cells that
express several astrocyte markers, but which appear to have an
immature or reactive phenotype. Their properties are thus of
unclear relationship to those of mature astrocytes in postnatal
and adult brain.

Genome-wide transcriptional profiling has recently emerged
as a powerful tool for better understanding the development and
function of defined cell types. These studies have, for instance,
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revealed a detailed taxonomic tree and cell-type-specific gene
expression patterns for 12 different neuronal subtypes (Sugino et
al., 2006), characterized the specification and development of
cortical projection neurons (Arlotta et al., 2005), and profiled
subtypes of striatal projection neurons (Lobo et al., 2006). In
addition, purified rat oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs)
and premyelinating, postmitotic oligodendrocytes (OLs) have
recently been profiled to reveal developmental gene expression
changes during OL specification and differentiation (Dugas et al.,
2006; Nielsen et al., 2006). These studies have established gene
expression profiles for mouse neurons and rat OLs, but a global
direct comparison between the main CNS neural cell types has
not yet been possible because of the lack of methods to purify
postnatal astrocytes and myelinating OLs, both highly fragile cell
types.

In this study, we report the development of methods to highly
purify astrocytes, OLs, and neurons from the postnatal mouse
forebrain. We acutely purified mouse astrocytes from early post-
natal ages [postnatal day 1 (P1)] to later postnatal ages (P30),
when astrocyte differentiation is morphologically complete (Bus-
hong et al., 2004), and acutely purified mouse OL-lineage cells
from stages ranging from OPCs to newly differentiated OLs to
myelinating OLs. We extracted RNA from each of these highly
purified, acutely isolated cell types and used GeneChip Arrays to
determine the expression levels of �20,000 genes and construct a
comprehensive database of cell-type-specific gene expression in
the mouse forebrain. Analysis of this database confirms cell-type-
specific expression of many well characterized and functionally
important genes. In addition, we have identified thousands of
new cell-type-enriched genes, thereby providing important new
information about astrocyte, OL, and neuron interactions, me-
tabolism, development, and function. This database provides a
comparison of the genome-wide transcriptional profiles of the
main CNS cell types and is a resource to the neuroscience com-
munity for better understanding the development, physiology,
and pathology of the CNS.

Materials and Methods
These purification procedures are based on previously described disso-
ciation (Segal et al., 1998) and immunopanning purification protocols
(Barres et al., 1992). All important aspects of the fluorescent-activated
cell sorting (FACS) and panning purification procedures are summa-
rized below. Additional experimental details are in supplemental mate-
rial (available at www.jneurosci.org).

FACS purification of astrocytes. Dissociated forebrains from S100�-
EGFP mice were resuspended in panning buffer [Dulbecco’s PBS (DBPS)
containing 0.02% BSA and 12.5 U/ml DNase] and sequentially incubated
on the following panning plates: secondary antibody only plate to deplete
microglia, O4 plate to deplete OLs, PDGFR� plate to deplete OPCs, and
a second O4 plate to deplete any remaining OLs. This procedure was
sufficient to deplete all OL-lineage cells from animals P8 and younger,
however, in older animals that had begun to myelinate, additional deple-
tion of OLs and myelin debris was accomplished as follows. The nonad-
herent cells from the last O4 dish were harvested by centrifugation, and
the cells were resuspended in panning buffer containing GalC, MOG,
and O1 supernatant and incubated for 15 min at room temperature. The
cell suspension was washed and then resuspended in panning buffer
containing 20 �g of donkey anti-mouse allophycocyanin for 15 min. The
cells were washed and resuspended in panning buffer containing pro-
pidium iodide (PI). EGFP � astrocytes were then purified by FACS. Dead
cells were gated out using high PI staining and forward light scatter.
Astrocytes were identified based on high EGFP fluorescence and negative
APC fluorescence from indirect immunostaining for OL markers GalC,
MOG, and O1. Cells were sorted twice and routinely yielded �99.5%
purity based on reanalysis of double sorted cells.

FACS purification of neurons. EGFP � cells were the remaining fore-
brain cells after microglia, OLs, and astrocytes had been removed, and
were primarily composed of neurons, and to a lesser extent, endothelial
cells (we estimate �4% endothelial cells at P7 and �20% endothelial
cells at P17). EGFP � cells from S100�-EGFP dissociated forebrain were
FACS purified in parallel with astrocyte purification and were sorted
based on their negative EGFP immunofluorescence. Cells were sorted
twice and routinely yielded �99.9% purity. In independent prepara-
tions, the EGFP � cell population was additionally depleted of endothe-
lial cells and pericytes by sequentially labeling with biotin-BSL1 lectin
and streptavidin-APC while also labeling for OL markers as described
above. Cells were sorted twice and routinely yielded �99.9% purity.

Panning purification of oligodendrocyte lineage cells. Dissociated mouse
forebrains were resuspended in panning buffer. To deplete microglia, the
single-cell suspension was sequentially panned on four BSL1 panning
plates. The cell suspension was then sequentially incubated on two
PDGFR� plates (to purify and deplete OPCs), one A2B5 plate (to deplete
any remaining OPCs), two MOG plates (to purify and deplete myelinat-
ing OLs), and one GalC plate (to purify the remaining PDGFR� �,
MOG �, OLs). The adherent cells on the first PDGFR�, MOG, and GalC
plates were washed to remove all antigen-negative nonadherent cells. The
cells were then lysed while still attached to the panning plate with Qiagen
RLT lysis buffer, and total RNA was purified. Purified OPCs were �95%
NG2 positive and 0% MOG positive. Purified Myelin OLs were 100%
MOG positive, �95% MBP positive, and 0% NG2 positive. Purified
GalC OLs depleted of OPCs and Myelin OLs were �10% MOG positive
and �50% weakly NG2 positive, a reflection of their recent development
as early OLs.

Data normalization and analysis. Raw image files were processed using
Affymetrix GCOS and the Microarray Suite (MAS) 5.0 algorithm. Inten-
sity data were normalized per chip to a target intensity value of 500, and
expression data and absent/present calls for individual probe sets were
determined. Gene expression values were also calculated by normaliza-
tion and modeling across arrays using the dChip software package with
invariant-set normalization and a PM model (www.dchip.org) (Li and
Wong, 2001). Using these described methods, we have reported a PCR
validation rate of �90% (Dugas et al., 2006). The 29 samples were
grouped into 9 sample types: Astros P7-P8, Astros P17, Astros P17-gray
matter (P17g), Neurons P7, Neurons P17, Neurons-endothelial cell de-
pleted (P7n, P17n), OPCs, GalC-OLs, and MOG-OLs. Gene filtering was
performed to select probe sets that were consistently expressed in at least
one cell type, in which consistently expressed was defined as being called
present and having a MAS 5.0 intensity level of �200 in at least two-
thirds of the samples in the cell type. We identified 20,932 of the 45,037
probe sets that were consistently expressed in at least one of the nine cell
types. The Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) method (Tusher
et al., 2001) was used to determine genes that were significantly differen-
tially expressed between different cell types (for SAM cell type groupings,
see supplemental Table S2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemen-
tal material). Clustering was performed using the hclust method with
complete linkage in R. Expression values were transformed for clustering
by computing a mean expression value for the gene using those samples
in the corresponding SAM statistical analysis, and then subtracting the
mean from expression intensities. To preserve the log2 scale of the data,
unless otherwise indicated, no normalization by variance was performed.
Plots were created using the gplots package in R. The Bioconductor soft-
ware package (Gentleman et al., 2004) was used throughout the expres-
sion analyses. Functional analyses were performed through the use of
Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (IPA) (Redwood City, CA).

The GeneChip microarray data has been deposited in the NCBI Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) and is
accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE9566.

Immunohistochemistry. Mice or rats were perfused with DPBS fol-
lowed by 4% PFA and then postfixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4°C. Brains
were cryoprotected overnight at 4°C in 15% sucrose and frozen in 1 part
Tissue-Tek O.C.T. and 2 parts 30% sucrose. Sections were blocked in
50% goat serum with 0.4% Triton X-100 in PBS for 45 min at room
temperature. Rabbit serum against rat Aldh1L1 (Krupenko and Oleinik,
2002) used at 1:1000 was added over two nights at 4°C. Sections were
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incubated with Alexa Fluor 594 or 488 goat anti-
rabbit highly crossed adsorbed secondary anti-
bodies at 1:500 for 2 h at room temperature.

Results
Purification of CNS cell types
To purify astrocytes, we took advantage of
a transgenic line of mice that expresses
EGFP under the control of an S100� pro-
moter (Zuo et al., 2004), a well established
glial cell marker (Ludwin et al., 1976). We
selected the S100�-EGFP Kosmos line that
showed strong EGFP fluorescence in astro-
cytes. Because we found this transgenic line
also expresses EGFP in OL-lineage cells,
our purification strategy (Fig. 1A) was to
first deplete the EGFP-positive (EGFP�)
OLs and OPCs by immunopanning. This
procedure was sufficient to deplete all OL
lineage cells from animals P8 and younger,
however, in older animals that had begun
to myelinate, additional depletion of OLs
and myelin debris was necessary using im-
munolabeling with GalC, MOG, and O1
and an APC fluorescence secondary anti-
body to remove any remaining OLs during
FACS sorting. After depleting OL-lineage
cells, we then FACS purified the EGFP�

astrocytes by sequential double sorting to
yield �99% pure astrocytes (supplemental
Fig. S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material). We purified fore-
brain astrocytes at both early developmen-
tal stages, when astrocytes are newly gener-
ated and immature (P1–P8), and at later
stages, when astrocyte development is
nearly complete and the astrocytes have
matured (P17–P30) (Bushong et al., 2004).
In some experiments, we also purified as-
trocytes specifically from P17 cerebral cor-
tical gray matter to purify protoplasmic as-
trocytes. Based on these experiments, and
the fragility of mature fibrous astrocytes,
we suspect that our purified populations of
forebrain astrocytes are highly enriched for
protoplasmic astrocytes. The high purity of astrocytes was con-
firmed by examining well described markers of CNS cell types:
astrocyte markers were only expressed by FACS-purified EGFP�

astrocytes and neuron, OL, microglia, and endothelial cell mark-
ers were at background levels (Fig. 1C–E) (supplemental Table
S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

Neurons were collected from the population of EGFP-
negative (EGFP�) cells that remained after depletion of micro-
glia, OLs, and astrocytes (Fig. 1A). These EGFP� cells are pri-
marily composed of neurons and to a lesser extent endothelial
cells. In some preparations, the endothelial cells were depleted
from the EGFP� population by labeling with BSL1 lectin. The
resulting purified neuronal population was negative for markers
of astrocytes, OLs, microglia, and endothelial cells (Fig. 1C–E)
(supplemental Table S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material).

To purify mouse OPCs, OLs, and myelinating OLs (Myelin
OLs), we used immunopanning techniques and stage-specific an-

tibodies to purify cells from P16 mouse forebrain (Fig. 1B). Our
strategy relied on the stage-specific OL progenitor marker
platelet-derived growth factor receptor � (PDGFR�), which is
expressed by OPCs (Hall et al., 1996), and the stage-specific OL
marker myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG), whose ex-
pression in vivo is restricted to mature OLs coinciding with the
onset of myelination by these cells (Solly et al., 1996). After puri-
fying and depleting OPCs and Myelin OLs from the cell suspen-
sion, we then purified newly differentiated OLs using the pan-OL
monoclonal antibody GalC to yield a population of newly differ-
entiated OLs that are depleted of OPCs and Myelin OLs. The high
purity of OPCs, OLs, and Myelin OLs was confirmed by examin-
ing well described markers of CNS cell types: OL markers were
only expressed by immunopurified OPCs, OLs, and Myelin OLs,
and astrocyte, neuron, microglia, and endothelial cell markers
were at background levels (Fig. 1C–E, supplemental Table S1,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

These purification methods for astrocytes, neurons, and OLs
rely on known cell-type-specific markers. To confirm our puri-
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Figure 1. Purification of astrocytes, neurons, and oligodendrocytes. A, Purification of astrocytes and neurons. A cell suspen-
sion of mouse forebrain was depleted of OPCs and OLs using immunopanning with OL lineage-specific antibodies. Astrocytes
were then isolated from the remaining cells by FACS purifying the EGFP-positive astrocytes. The FACS-purified EGFP-negative
cells were isolated and represent an enriched neuron population. B, Purification of OLs. A cell suspension of mouse forebrain was
first depleted of microglia by panning on BSL1 lectin panning plates, and the remaining cells were then incubated on PDGFR�
panning plates to purify and deplete OPCs, MOG panning plates to purify and deplete myelinating OLs, and a GalC panning plate
to purify the remaining OLs. C–E, Expression levels of well described markers for astrocytes (C), OLs (D), and neurons (E)
demonstrates high purity of each cell type. The y-axis represents the level of gene expression determined by MAS 5.0. Error bars
represent �SEM.
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fied cells were representative of the major cell types in the mouse
forebrain, we purified mRNA from whole, undissociated fore-
brain. We then examined the genes expressed by whole forebrain
to confirm that they could be accounted for by our purified pop-
ulations of astrocytes, neurons, and OLs, and crude populations
of microglia and endothelial cells. We found that essentially all
genes expressed by whole forebrain were represented by at least
one of these cell populations suggesting that our purified cell
populations together constitute the major cell classes in the
mouse forebrain.

A complete description of all sample ages and purification
methods appears in supplemental Table S2 and supplemental
Experimental Procedures (available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material).

Gene expression profiling of CNS cell types
Total RNA prepared from purified cell types was used to generate
labeled cRNA using a two-step linear amplification protocol with
poly(A) primers that amplify the 3� end of the mRNA. This la-
beled cRNA was hybridized to Affymetrix Mouse 430 2.0 Arrays
containing oligonucleotide probe sets complementary to 3�-ends
of the mRNA transcripts (3�-arrays); each array contained 45,037
oligonucleotide probe sets representing 20,832 unique genes. In
addition, labeled cDNA was generated with a one-step linear am-
plification protocol using random primers to amplify all RNA.
This labeled cDNA was hybridized to Affymetrix Mouse Exon 1.0
ST Arrays with oligonucleotide probe sets complementary to re-
gions along the whole mRNA molecule (exon-arrays), represent-
ing 17,213 genes that have defined transcript level probe selection
and expression indexes (Xing et al., 2006). We performed our
main analyses with the data generated from the 3�-arrays using
the MAS 5.0 algorithm to generate expression values and absent/
present (A/P) calls, and dChip, SAM, and Bioconductor software
were used for statistical analysis and clustering.

Samples representing biological replicates of the same puri-
fied cell type and developmental stage were grouped and we then
created a master list of probe sets that were consistently expressed
in at least one cell population (see Materials and Methods). These
20,932 probe sets represent 12,416 unique genes that are ex-
pressed at significant levels in at least one CNS cell type. A master
data table of the expression values for all 20,932 expressed probe
sets appears in supplemental Table S3 (available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Our statistical analysis
and clustering proceeded with this filtered list of expressed genes.

Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of purified cell type sam-
ples revealed that astrocytes, neurons, and OLs each have a dis-
tinct gene expression pattern. The dendrogram in Figure 2 shows
three main branches representing astrocytes, neurons, and OLs.
Within each cell type, samples cluster according to their develop-
mental stage. The clustering shows high reproducibility between
biological replicates and strong similarity within one cell type.
The similarity within cell types is in contrast to the large differ-
ences found between astrocytes, neurons, and OLs. Interestingly,
the correlation between pairwise comparisons of astrocytes and
OLs is not any stronger than the pairwise correlation of either of
these cell types with neurons. Considering the highly specialized
functions of each of these mature CNS cell types, it should not be
unexpected that their gene expression profiles are highly diver-
gent and that each represents an equally unique cell type.

The heat map generated from unsupervised hierarchical gene
clustering of all 12,416 expressed genes shows cell type gene ex-
pression patterns at the gene level (supplemental Fig. S2, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Nearly all genes

show cell type clustering between astrocytes, neurons, and OLs
and many also cluster based on the cells’ developmental stage.
These gene clusters appear equally distributed among all cell
types, reinforcing our finding that astrocytes and OLs are not
more similar to each other than they are to neurons. Astrocytes
and OLs have long been classified together under the designation
“glia” to signify that they may share common features and func-
tions. Although our data does not address the question of a com-
mon lineage of astrocytes and OLs, these data indicate that ma-
ture astrocytes and OLs do not share a large cohort of common
“glial” genes, and suggests that the notion of a molecularly de-
fined glial cell type is largely misleading because all three mature
cell types differ vastly based on the genes that they express.

Identification and validation of neural cell-type-specific genes
Quantitative comparison of astrocyte, neuron, and OL gene ex-
pression allowed for identification of all genes that are differen-
tially overexpressed in each cell type. All genes enriched by at least
1.5-fold and statistically different by significance analysis of mi-
croarrays (SAM) with a false discovery rate (FDR) threshold of
�1% (Tusher et al., 2001) are listed in supplemental Tables
S4 –S6 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial). These include 2618 astrocyte-enriched genes, 2036 neuron-
enriched genes, and 2228 OL-enriched genes. Based on the en-
richment levels of previously well established cell type markers
(supplemental Table S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material), genes enriched �20-fold are considered to
be cell-type-specific genes. The top 40 astrocyte, neuron, and OL
cell-type-specific genes are shown in the heat map in Figure 3,
and the top 250 genes appear in supplemental Figure S3 (available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). As expected, the
top 40 cell-type-specific genes include well established cell type
specific markers, verifying our isolation procedure. However,
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Figure 2. Dendrogram and sample clustering of purified CNS cell types. Hierarchical cluster-
ing of highly purified CNS cell type samples from different developmental stages reveals three
distinct clusters representing astrocytes, neurons, and oligodendrocytes. The similarity of gene
expression between different samples is represented by the vertical distances on each branch of
the dendrogram. Biological replicates show the highest degree of correlation within samples,
represented by short vertical distances. Within each cell population, gene expression is more
highly correlated between maturing and mature samples (Astros P7, Astros P17, OLs, Myelin
OLs) than between immature and maturing samples (Astros P1, Astros P7, OPCs, OLs). Color bar
and sample labels describe each individual sample type (green, astrocytes; yellow, neurons;
orange–red, OL lineage cells; P, postnatal day, represented by different color shades; g, cerebral
cortical gray matter astrocytes; n, neuron samples depleted of residual endothelial cells).
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many of these genes have not previously been characterized as cell
type specific in the CNS and their functional roles are not yet
known.

We compared our lists of the top 40 cell-type-specific genes
based on 3�-array data with our exon-array data to confirm the
cell type specificity of these genes. We first mapped the top 40
astrocyte, neuron, and OL-specific genes from the 3�-array probe
sets (a total of 120 probe sets) to mouse exon-array transcript
clusters using a mapping file provided by Affymetrix and our
manual query of NetAffx. Of the 120 3�-array probe sets, 101 were
mapped unambiguously to unique exon-array gene identifiers
that were represented by core probe sets. Of these 101 genes, 92
(91%) were at least 15-fold enriched in their respective cell type
according to the exon-array expression indexes, 100 (99%) were
at least fivefold enriched, and the minimal exon-array fold
change was 3.9 (supplemental Table S7, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). In addition to providing
validation of the 3�-array results, the exon-array transcript level
data algorithm is optimized to provide overall gene expression
levels independent of different mRNA splice forms (Xing et al.,
2006). Thus, when a gene is confirmed by the exon array data, it
suggests the gene is cell type specific regardless of gene splicing. A
full list of the exon-array expression values for 17,213 genes in-
dependent of splicing appears in supplemental Table S8 (avail-
able at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Additional
analysis using the exon-array data to identify cell-type-specific
gene splicing is ongoing. The exon-array results, which use dif-
ferent labeling methods and probe selection regions, provide
strong independent evidence for CNS cell-type-specific genes
discovered from the 3�-arrays.

We next performed in situ hybridization (ISH) to confirm
some of the new cell-type-specific genes in the CNS (Fig. 4). ISH
for several arbitrarily selected genes identified as being highly
enriched in neurons (Fig. 4A–F, Nov, Tmem130, and Brunol4)
confirmed in all three cases that the genes had an expression
pattern consistent with neuron-specific expression, although the
distribution between neuronal subtypes varied between genes,
with Nov displaying a considerably more restricted cortical ex-
pression than Tmem130 or Brunol4. Similarly, ISH for genes
identified as being highly enriched in astrocytes (Fig. 4G–I, Ntsr2,
Aldh1L1 and Acsbg1) showed a pattern consistent with astrocyte-
specific expression, with staining showing labeling of many small
cell bodies and processes broadly distributed throughout the ce-
rebral cortex. Genes identified as being highly enriched in OLs
(Fig. 4J–L, Fah2, Tmem125/6330530A05Rik, and Gpr62) gave a
staining pattern consistent with OL-specific expression, with
staining predominantly restricted to the white matter and scat-
tered cells within the cortex. For genes we identified as being cell
type specific that gave above background ISH, our analyses indi-
cated excellent concordance between the cell type specificity pre-
dicted using our array data and the regional distribution seen
using ISH.

Because our database lists many more cell-type-enriched
genes than we can examine by ISH ourselves, we next compared

4

Figure 3. Expression of astrocyte, oligodendrocyte, and neuron-specific genes. The top 40
cell-type-specific genes expressed by astrocytes (green bar), neurons (yellow bar), and oligo-
dendrocytes (red bar) are depicted. Each individual gene expression level was normalized (see
Materials and Methods) and plotted on a log2 color scale, with blue representing low expression
and red representing high expression. The fold enrichment can be estimated from the log2 color
bar scale, for example, the change from medium blue (�2) to red (3) represents a 32-fold
difference in expression level.-4         -2         0          2         4-4 -2      0       2 4
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our findings with those of the Allen Brain Atlas (ABA) project,
which is a comprehensive ISH database for identifying the ana-
tomical expression patterns of �20,000 genes in the adult mouse
brain. The ABA informatics filter identifies genes with similar
spatial distribution patterns. Training these filters with the ISH
pattern for established cell-type-specific markers was used to pre-
dict new cell-type-enriched genes (Lein et al., 2007). We com-
pared the ABA list of 44 astrocyte-enriched genes, 78 OL-
enriched genes, and 69 neuron-enriched genes to our
quantitative 3�-array determination of the mRNA levels in each
cell type. A heat map of astrocyte, OL, and neuron gene expres-
sion values for each gene identified by the ABA appears in sup-
plemental Figures S4 –S6 (available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material). Of the 191 ABA cell-type-specific genes, 178
(93%) were expressed in purified CNS cells in our 3�-array anal-
ysis. Of these expressed genes, 141 (79%) were �1.5-fold cell-
type-enriched, 106 (60%) were �4-fold cell-type-enriched, and
30 (17%) were �20-fold enriched (cell type specific) in the same
cell type as identified by the ABA. This shows overall concordance
between the ABA filters and our data analysis, although our anal-
ysis suggests that 23 (13%) of the genes identified by the ABA are
in fact enriched in another cell type.

This comparison between our two datasets shows a high de-
gree of agreement and also how the ABA represents a resource
that complements our database of genome-wide gene expression
values for each of the main CNS cell types. It also shows the power
of quantitative genome-wide gene expression analysis. Although
the ABA was able to identify the correct cell-type-enriched gene
expression patterns in almost 80% of their selected genes, few of

these genes represent the most cell-type-specific genes. Further-
more, our database also identifies many more genes as cell type
enriched and includes quantitative gene enrichment levels in dif-
ferent cell types and at different developmental stages.

Aldh1L1 is a new astrocyte-specific marker
To characterize new astrocyte-specific markers, we examined our
gene expression database to identify astrocyte-specific genes with
the highest levels of mRNA expression, widest patterns of ISH
labeling throughout the brain, and proteins expected to be ex-
pressed throughout the whole cell (i.e., not restricted to cellular
subcompartments). One such gene that fit these criteria is the
aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 family, member L1 (Aldh1L1) gene,
also known as 10-formyltetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase (FDH)
(Cook et al., 1991; Anthony and Heintz, 2007). ISH for this gene
indicated that its mRNA is expressed throughout the CNS in a
pattern consistent with pan-astrocyte expression (Fig. 4H), and it
has been previously shown that Aldh1L1 protein is expressed in
adult rat astrocytes (Neymeyer et al., 1997). Immunohistochem-
ical staining with an Aldh1L1-specific polyclonal antibody re-
vealed the highly branched astrocyte morphology, including the
astrocyte cell body and its extensive processes. In contrast, GFAP
antibodies primarily labeled the thick main processes of some
astrocytes (Fig. 5A–C). All cells positive for GFAP are also labeled
with Aldh1L1, whereas Aldh1L1 strongly labels many more as-
trocytes. Furthermore, Aldh1L1 mRNA is more widely expressed
throughout the brain, whereas GFAP show more predominant
expression in white matter (see Allen Brain Atlas) (supplemental
Fig. S7, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
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Figure 4. Validation of gene expression data by in situ hybridizations. A–C, Coronal brain sections showing ISH for genes identified by array data as having specific neuronal expression: A, Nov;
B, Tmem130; C, Brunol4. D–L, Higher-magnification images corresponding to outlined region in A showing hippocampus, corpus callosum (cc), and the overlying cortex. D–F, Genes identified by
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brains. Scale bars: A–C, 2 mm; D–L, 200 �m.
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rial). Double labeling with Aldh1L1 and
markers to neurons (tubulin), OLs (CC1
and MBP), and OPCs (NG2) indicate that
Aldh1L1 does not label other brain cell
types (Fig. 5D–F).Together, these findings
identify Aldh1L1 as a highly, broadly, and
specifically expressed astrocyte gene and
indicate that it is a useful astrocyte-specific
marker.

A BAC Aldh1L1-EGFP mouse has al-
ready been generated by the GENSAT
project (Heintz, 2004). The diffuse ex-
pression pattern of Aldh1L1 throughout
the CNS of this mouse is consistent with
pan-astrocyte expression (supplemental
Fig. S7, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material). We analyzed
brain cryosections from this mouse line
to both further verify the expression pat-
tern of Aldh1L1 and to determine
whether this mouse faithfully reports
EGFP specifically in astrocytes. As shown
in Figure 5G–I, we found that through-
out the brain Aldh1L1 immunohisto-
chemical staining colocalized with EGFP,
confirming that the BAC-Aldh1L1-EGFP
transgene drives EGFP expression in the
same astrocyte-specific pattern as the en-
dogenous Aldh1L1 protein. In addition,
EGFP diffused into the nucleus, making
it particularly easy to identify astrocyte
cell bodies in these mice. We then pre-
pared a cell suspension from the
Aldh1L1-EGFP mice, immunostained
with O4 monoclonal antibody to OLs,
and FACS analyzed to determine whether
the Aldh1L1-EGFP mice will be useful for
FACS purifying astrocytes. Supplemental
Figure S8 (available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material)
shows a good separation between the EGFP-positive astrocytes
and remaining EGFP-negative cells. In addition, the O4-
positive OLs are EGFP negative, indicating that the Aldh1L1-
EGFP mouse is better mouse for FACS purifying astrocytes
compared with the S100� mouse. These data demonstrate that
the Aldh1L1 protein is expressed specifically by astrocytes, but
not by OLs or neurons, and thus that Aldh1L1 is a better
immunohistochemical astrocyte marker than GFAP because it
better labels both the astrocyte cell body and processes
throughout both gray and white matter.

The most specific neural cell type markers that we have iden-
tified have been provided to the Neuromab Project (http://
www.neuromab.org), NINDS GENSAT Project, and the NIH
Neuromouse Cre Project so that low-cost, high-quality antibod-
ies and mouse lines should soon be available to the neuroscience
community.

Analysis of canonical pathways enriched in the main CNS
cell types
The large number of genes preferentially expressed by each
neural cell type suggests that astrocytes, neurons, and OLs may
differ in many fundamental signaling and metabolic pathways.
To more systematically determine canonical signaling and

metabolic pathways enriched in each CNS cell type, we used
the IPA tool from Ingenuity Systems. Given a list of genes, IPA
performs a statistical test for enrichment of these genes in its
hand-curated canonical pathway database. Each individual
IPA signaling pathway includes extracellular signaling compo-
nents, cell membrane receptors, downstream effectors, and
transcription factors that have been described to interact the
published scientific literature, with each pathways often in-
cluding from 30 to 100 or more individual genes. The IPA
metabolic pathways are derived from the KEGG metabolic
pathways (Kanehisa et al., 2006). These tools allow us to de-
termine the top canonical signaling and metabolic pathways
represented among the genes that are significantly enriched in
each given cell type (supplemental Tables S4 –S6, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Table 1 lists
signaling pathways ( A–C) and metabolic pathways ( D–F) en-
riched in each cell type at p � 0.05. These enriched signaling
pathways are likely influenced by cell– cell interactions, per-
turbed by disease processes, and affected by drugs to yield
physiological effects. We observed 12 significantly enriched
metabolic pathways in astrocytes, but only three in OLs and
neurons, indicating significant roles for astrocytes in energy
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Figure 5. Aldh1L1 is a specific pan-astrocyte marker. A–F, Immunohistochemical staining of P15 rat cortex shows Aldh1L1 is
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metabolite and amino acid production in the CNS (see
Discussion).

Analysis of genes expressed by astrocytes
By analyzing acutely isolated, highly purified astrocytes, our
genome-wide analysis of their mRNA expression provides the
first truly comprehensive look at the genes expressed by astro-
cytes in the developing and mature mouse CNS, providing new
insight into astrocyte specification, development, function, and
signaling interactions with blood vessels and synapses. Our anal-
ysis identified many transcription factors, signaling transmem-
brane receptors, and secreted proteins specifically and highly ex-
pressed by astrocytes (supplemental Tables S9 –S13, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The development
of astrocytes is less well understood than that of neurons and OLs.

We identified DNA binding proteins that are highly enriched in
astrocytes, some at very high levels (supplemental Table S10,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). These
genes include both transcriptional activators and repressors, and
are likely to encompass many of the key genes that specify astro-
cyte gene expression. As there are presently no known astrocyte-
specific transcription factors in the mammalian brain [although
one has been described in a restricted spinal cord domain (Mu-
royama et al., 2005)], these astrocyte-enriched genes represent
the first astrocyte-specific transcription factors. Many of the
genes are astrocyte-enriched, although only three (Rfx4, Pbxip1,
and Gli3) meet our criteria for being astrocyte-specific (at least
20-fold astrocyte-enriched). Many other transcription factors
such as Sox2, Pax6, Id1, and Id3, thought to be enriched in pro-
genitor cells (Ramalho-Santos et al., 2002), were expressed at

A: Astrocyte enriched signaling pathways C: Neuron enriched signaling pathways
P-value Signaling Pathway P-value Signaling Pathway

1 1.82E-05 Notch Signaling 1 7.94E-26 Calcium Signaling
2 5.01E-05 Xenobiotic Metabolism Signaling 2 1.58E-15 Axonal Guidance Signaling
3 1.32E-04 Wnt/ -catenin Signaling 3 5.01E-15 Synaptic Long Term Depression
4 2.34E-04 Cell Cycle: G1/S Checkpoint Regulation 4 3.16E-13 Synaptic Long Term Potentiation
5 6.76E-04 TGF-  Signaling 5 2.51E-11 Glutamate Receptor Signaling
6 7.24E-04 Axonal Guidance Signaling 6 1.74E-10 cAMP-mediated Signaling
7 8.91E-04 Ephrin Receptor Signaling 7 5.62E-09 Huntington's Disease Signaling
8 2.63E-03 Integrin Signaling 8 3.16E-07 Chemokine Signaling
9 3.80E-03 Sonic Hedgehog Signaling 9 3.98E-07 G-Protein Coupled Receptor Signaling
10 9.55E-03 PTEN Signaling 10 4.68E-07 Ephrin Receptor Signaling
11 1.02E-02 p38 MAPK Signaling 11 5.50E-07 Cardiac -adrenergic Signaling
12 1.05E-02 PI3K/AKT Signaling 12 3.16E-06 Nitric Oxide Signaling in the CV System
13 1.07E-02 Circadian Rhythm Signaling 13 2.57E-05 B Cell Receptor Signaling
14 1.17E-02 Apoptosis Signaling 14 7.76E-05 GABA Receptor Signaling
15 1.26E-02 PPAR Signaling 15 2.69E-04 Amyloid Processing
16 2.00E-02 Actin Cytoskeleton Signaling 16 3.31E-04 ERK/MAPK Signaling
17 2.69E-02 Toll-like Receptor Signaling 17 5.01E-04 Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Signaling
18 3.09E-02 ERK/MAPK Signaling 18 9.55E-04 Dopamine Receptor Signaling
19 3.80E-02 Antigen Presentation Pathway 19 1.91E-03 Actin Cytoskeleton Signaling
20 4.79E-02 JAK/Stat Signaling 20 6.17E-03 Integrin Signaling

21 1.12E-02 Neuregulin Signaling
B: Oligodendrocyte enriched signaling pathways 22 1.20E-02 GM-CSF Signaling

P-value Signaling Pathway 23 1.23E-02 SAPK/JNK Signaling
1 3.98E-11 Axonal Guidance Signaling 24 1.23E-02 IGF-1 Signaling
2 5.25E-10 Integrin Signaling 25 1.38E-02 Protein Ubiquitination Pathway
3 7.76E-09 Ephrin Receptor Signaling 26 1.78E-02 Phototransduction Pathway
4 2.45E-07 ERK/MAPK Signaling 27 1.91E-02 T Cell Receptor Signaling
5 6.03E-06 PI3K/AKT Signaling 28 2.69E-02 Xenobiotic Metabolism Signaling
6 7.08E-06 Neuregulin Signaling 29 3.24E-02 Parkinson's Signaling
7 2.63E-05 Actin Cytoskeleton Signaling
8 1.82E-04 SAPK/JNK Signaling D: Astrocyte enriched metabolic pathways
9 4.57E-04 PTEN Signaling P-value Metabolic Pathway
10 5.25E-04 Estrogen Receptor Signaling 1 1.58E-11 Valine, Leucine and Isoleucine De gradation
11 5.25E-04 B Cell Receptor Signaling 2 7.94E-07 Propanoate Metabolism
12 8.91E-04 PPAR Signaling 3 1.38E-04 Fatty Acid Metabolism
13 1.17E-03 PDGF Signaling 4 8.91E-04 Citrate Cycle
14 1.20E-03 Protein Ubiquitination Pathway 5 1.26E-03 Butanoate Metabolism
15 1.48E-03 Leukocyte Extravasation Signaling 6 2.45E-03 Pyruvate Metabolism
16 1.51E-03 Apoptosis Signaling 7 2.95E-03 Alanine Metabolism
17 1.86E-03 IGF-1 Signaling 8 7.08E-03 Lysine Degradation
18 1.91E-03 Natural Killer Cell Signaling 9 1.70E-02 Nitrogen Metabolism
19 2.14E-03 VEGF Signaling 10 1.74E-02 N-Glycan Degradation
20 2.95E-03 JAK/Stat Signaling 11 1.82E-02 Gl ycolysis/Gluconeogenesis
21 3.02E-03 TGF-  Signaling 12 4.27E-02 Glycine, Serine and Threonine Metabolism
22 3.39E-03 Insulin Receptor Signaling
23 3.80E-03 Fc Epsilon RI Signaling E: Oligodendrocyte enriched metabolic pathways
24 6.03E-03 NF-kapaB Signaling P-value Metabolic Pathway
25 8.13E-03 Huntington's Disease Signaling 1 6.76E-03 Inositol Phosphate Metabolism
26 9.77E-03 Neurotrophin/TRK Signaling 2 2.09E-02 Lysine Degradation
27 1.10E-02 Cell Cycle: G2/M DNA Damage Checkpoint 3 2.88E-02 Nicotinate and Nicotinamide Metabolism
28 1.12E-02 GM-CSF Signaling
29 1.58E-02 Xenobiotic Metabolism Signaling F: Neuron enriched metabolic pathways
30 2.04E-02 IL-6 Signaling P-value Metabolic Pathway
31 2.14E-02 Wnt/ -catenin Signaling 1 2.29E-04 Inositol Phosphate Metabolism
32 2.88E-02 IL-2 Signaling 2 1.91E-02 Nicotinate and Nicotinamide Metabolism
33 3.31E-02 Notch Signaling 3 2.40E-02 Aminosugars Metabolism
34 3.80E-02 Hypoxia Signaling in the CV System
35 3.98E-02 Cardiac -adrenergic Signaling
36 4.17E-02 EGF Signaling
37 4.68E-02 G-Protein Coupled Receptor Signaling
38 4.90E-02 T Cell Receptor Signaling

Canonical signaling pathways (A–C) and metabolic pathways (D–F) statistically enriched in astrocytes, OLs, and neurons at p � 0.05 (5.00E-02). Genes enriched in astrocytes, OLs, and neurons (supplemental Tables S4 –S6, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) were compared to Ingenuity’s database of 72 canonical signaling pathways and 80 metabolic pathways. Pathways enriched at p � 0.001 (1.00E-03) are considered highly significant.

Table 1. Ingenuity pathway analysis identified cell-type-enriched pathways
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surprisingly high levels in astrocytes. These findings raise the
persistent question of whether the majority of adult astrocytes are
terminally differentiated or may, under the right circumstances,
be able to divide or even revert to stem-cell-like behavior
(Doetsch et al., 1999).

A number of receptors already reported to be important for
early astrocyte development such as Bmpr1a, Bmpr1b, Bmpr2,
Notch1/2/3, and Fgfr3 (Song and Ghosh, 2004) are highly ex-
pressed and enriched in our profiles of developing and mature
astrocytes (supplemental Table S11, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The Sonic Hedgehog
receptor patched (Ptch1) and the Shh signal transducer smooth-
ened (Smo) are both enriched in astrocytes along with their
downstream transcriptional mediators Gli2 and Gli3 (Ruiz i
Altaba et al., 2002; Palma et al., 2005). Frizzled homolog 2 (Fzd2),
a Wnt receptor, is highly expressed and is one of the most astro-
cyte specific genes. The signaling pathways characterized by these
receptors, such as TGF-� (BMP), Notch, Sonic Hedgehog, and
Wnt/�-catenin signaling pathways, are determined to be all sig-
nificantly enriched in astrocytes by IPA (Table 1A). Interestingly,
although downstream Notch target genes turned off as OPCs
matured into myelinating OLs, Notch target genes remain high,
and sometimes increase, as astrocytes mature. Although Notch
signaling has been implicated in inducing neural progenitor cells
to develop into astrocytes (Tanigaki et al., 2001), these findings
suggest a more sustained role of Notch signaling in maintaining
astrocyte fate.

We identified specific high-level expression by astrocytes of
several highly conserved, complete molecular pathways for en-
gulfment and phagocytosis (Table 2). One was the cell death
abnormality (ced) pathway first identified as having defective
apoptotic cell phagocytosis in C. elegans and also shown to func-
tion in axon pruning in Drosophila (Zhou et al., 2004; Awasaki et
al., 2006). The ced genes form two parallel pathways leading to
ced-10 (Rac1) activation and engulfment. The first pathway con-
tains the genes ced-1 (Megf10, Drosophila draper), ced-7

(Abca1), and ced-6 (Gulp1), all of which are enriched in astro-
cytes (Table 2). Another homolog of ced-1 is Lrp1 (cd91), which
is also highly expressed and enriched in astrocytes and is a recep-
tor for ApoE, a gene linked to familial Alzheimer’s disease
(Corder et al., 1993). The second parallel ced pathway is the ced-2
(Crk), ced-5 (Dock1), ced-12 (Elmo) complex, and all of these
genes are also expressed at high levels in astrocytes, although not
as highly enriched as the ced-7/ced-6/ced-1 pathway (Table 2).
The molecular components for other well defined phagocytosis
pathways, the receptor tyrosine kinase (Mertk and Axl) and �v�5
integrin pathway (Finnemann and Nandrot, 2006), were also
found to be expressed by astrocytes. These are all recognition
receptors (see Discussion) that are engaged to engulf debris
coated by specific opsonins. We also identified their cognate li-
gands, including Mfge8 and Gas6, as enriched in astrocytes.
Mfge8 was one of the few most highly expressed astrocyte genes
encoding a secreted protein, as was ApoE, both of which func-
tion, at least in part, as opsonins. Together, these findings
strongly suggest an important role for developing and mature
astrocytes in phagocytosis.

Analysis of genes expressed by oligodendrocytes
The list of genes specific to OLs indicates that, in contrast to the
list of astrocyte- and neuron-enriched genes, many of the cell-
type-specific genes in OLs have been previously characterized.
Fifty cell-type-specific genes (�20-fold enrichment) were iden-
tified. Of these genes, 16 are previously well established OL genes
such as myelin-associated oligodendrocytic basic protein
(Mobp), Transferrin (Trf), and Claudin 11 (Cldn11). More than
half of these 50 OL-specific genes are associated with the term
“membrane” in the DAVID database (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.
gov/), perhaps not surprisingly given the highly specialized func-
tion of OLs in myelin membrane formation. These included pre-
viously described markers of the OL lineage such as MOG and
myelin and lymphocyte protein (Mal), enzymes required for lipid
metabolism and synthesis such as galactose-3-o-sulfotransferase

Table 2. Genes in defined phagocytosis and engulfment pathways

Probe set ID Astrocytes (P7) Astrocytes (P17) Neurons (P16) Myelin oligos Gene symbol Gene title

1451086_s_at 12835 17817 9937 19272 Rac1 (ced-10) RAS-related C3 botulinum substrate 1
1421840_at 13229 11313 443 239 Abca1 (ced-7) ATP-binding cassette, subfamily A (ABC1), member 1
1453771_at 840 770 105 69 Gulp1 (ced-6) GULP, engulfment adaptor PTB domain containing 1
1429841_at 4746 8268 149 2340 Megf10 (ced-1) Multiple EGF-like-domains 10
1448655_at 4671 5922 1693 86 Lrp1 (ced-1) Low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1
1448248_at 5831 6609 4578 5183 Crk (ced-2) v-crk sarcoma virus CT10 oncogene homolog (avian)
1452220_at 4040 3898 175 1574 Dock1 (ced-5) Dedicator of cyto-kinesis 1
1456098_a_at 1232 4115 1553 801 Elmo2 (ced-12) Engulfment and cell motility 2, ced-12 homolog (C. elegans)
1422869_at 1948 7370 59 89 Mertk c-mer proto-oncogene tyrosine kinase
1423586_at 2145 2598 52 43 Axl AXL receptor tyrosine kinase
1417399_at 503 1991 1485 268 Gas6 Growth arrest specific 6
1452784_at 9018 10595 1757 4162 Itgav Integrin � V
1417533_a_at 8569 6783 193 231 Itgb5 Integrin � 5
1420911_a_at 25011 31089 617 754 Mfge8 Milk fat globule-EGF factor 8 protein
1417876_at 36 50 11 36 Fcgr1 Fc receptor, IgG, high-affinity I
1435477_s_at 48 21 32 54 Fcgr2b Fc receptor, IgG, low-affinity IIb
1448620_at 24 33 34 72 Fcgr3 Fc receptor, IgG, low-affinity III
1418340_at 21 55 22 80 Fcer1g Fc receptor, IgE, high-affinity I, gamma polypeptide
1450678_at 55 33 79 79 Cd11/Itgb2 Integrin � 2

Reference cell-type-enriched genes

1440142_s_at 9742 13827 31 77 Gfap Glial fibrillary acidic protein
1448768_at 7 14 6 24964 Mog Myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein
1433884_at 326 339 18197 239 Syt1 Synaptotagmin I

Molecular components of phagocytosis and engulfment pathways are enriched and expressed at high levels in astrocytes. See Results and Discussion for a complete description of the different pathways.
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1 (Gal3st1) and UDP galactosyltransferase 8a (Ugt8a), and also
novel transmembrane proteins of unknown function such as
transmembrane protein 10 (Tmem10/opalin), Tmem125/
6330530A05Rik, and ecotropic viral integration site 2a (Evi2a)
(supplemental Table S5, available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material). Gene model 98, a likely transcription factor
(B. Emery and B. A. Barres, unpublished observations), was iden-
tified as one of the most broadly and specifically expressed genes
by OLs, which was confirmed by ISH in the ABA. Surprisingly,
APP, APLP1, APLP2, and the genes involved in their processing
(with the exception of Tace) were highly expressed in OLs, and
nearly all were more highly expressed in OLs than in neurons. For
example, �-site APP-cleaving enzyme 2 (Bace2) showed an en-
richment of 12-fold in the OLs, and was strongly upregulated as
OLs differentiated (Fig. 6). We observed that the entire Wnt pla-
nar polarity pathway became highly activated as OLs matured,
suggesting an important role for this pathway in node of Ranvier
and paranodal organization. We also identified many OL-
enriched transmembrane receptors, transcription factors, and se-
creted proteins whose specific roles in OL biology are not yet
known. Metabolic differences include the preferential expression
of enzymes for the synthesis of creatine (Gamt and Gatm) and
carnitine (supplemental Table S14, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material) in OLs.

Analysis of genes expressed by neurons
Identification of pan-neuronal markers has long been problem-
atic because of the great degree of regional and subtype neuronal
heterogeneity. Our findings, combined with the ISH patterns on
the ABA, demonstrate that widely used neuronal markers such as
Map2, Tau, HuC/Elav3, Gap43, Prpc, and voltage-dependent so-
dium channels are not specifically expressed by neurons, and that
many specific neuronal genes such as Eno3/NSE, Camk2, and
neurofilament chains L, M, and H are only expressed by subsets
of neurons. As confirmed by our profiles, many synaptic vesicle
proteins such as synaptotagmin I (Syt1) are specifically and
broadly expressed by neurons, but, because of their synapse ac-
cumulation, are not useful for identification of neuronal cell bod-
ies in cryosections. The neuronal gene that we identified as most
highly, specifically, and broadly expressed in our profiles was
stathmin-like-2 (see ABA), also known as Scg10. We also identi-
fied Brunol4, Brunol5, and Brunol6, members of the Bruno fam-
ily of RNA binding proteins (Good et al., 2000), as being highly
neuron-enriched (although they are by no means pan-neuronal).
This gene family has been implicated in developmentally regu-
lated alternative splicing (Ladd et al., 2001), and Brunol6 has
been previously shown by ISH to be neuron-specific (McKee et
al., 2005). The strong neuronal enrichment of three members of
the Bruno family suggests that these genes are important factors
for neuron-specific gene splicing. Last, we identified several
highly expressed neuronal secreted proteins including neuregu-
lin 3 and Nov/Ccn3. The latter is a member of the connective
tissue growth factor family, with strong expression in the cerebral
cortex (Fig. 4A). Nov is a cysteine-rich secreted protein thought
to function as a growth factor (Liu et al., 1999) One proposed
receptor for Nov is Ddr1 (Das et al., 2006), which our data indi-
cate is highly expressed by developing, but not mature, astrocytes
and OLs.

Gene expression changes during astrocyte and
oligodendrocyte development
We next identified the genes significantly upregulated and down-
regulated during astrocyte and OL development (by �1.5-fold

and at a FDR �1%) by comparing developing (P7–P8) with ma-
ture (P17) astrocytes and by comparing OPCs with myelinating
OLs (MOG� OLs) (supplemental Tables S15–S18, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The top 60 genes
most upregulated and downregulated during astrocyte and OL
development are shown in Figure 6 and the top 250 are shown in
supplemental Figure S9 (available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material). Global gene expression in P17 and P30 as-
trocytes was quite similar, and genes upregulated during astro-
cyte development did not continue to change from P17 to P30
(supplemental Figs. S2 and S9, P30 astrocyte column, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). This suggests that
just as astrocytes acquire their mature morphology at approxi-
mately postnatal day 14 –21 (Bushong et al., 2004) that by P17
they also express their mature gene expression profile and astro-
cyte development is essentially complete.

We found that nearly all of the genes that are strongly down-
regulated during astrocyte and OL development (Fig. 6A,B) are
expressed by another cell type in the CNS, only 11 of 60 (18%) are
astrocyte-enriched and only 3 of 60 (5%) are enriched within the
OL lineage. This suggests that the most downregulated genes rep-
resent those generally required for proliferation and CNS devel-
opment rather than genes involved in specific cell type develop-
mental processes. In contrast, of those genes most strongly
upregulated during astrocyte development, 46 of 60 (77%) are
astrocyte-enriched, and nearly all genes upregulated during OL
development, 58 of 60 (97%), are OL-enriched.

More than half of the genes most downregulated during as-
trocyte development are also downregulated during OL develop-
ment, and many of these genes are involved in the cell cycle such
as mitogen signaling pathways, cell division cycle regulating pro-
teins, centromere proteins, and genome replication proteins.
One typical gene downregulated in both astrocytes and OPCs is
maternal embryonic leucine zipper kinase (Melk), a marker for
self-renewing neural progenitor cells that promotes the cell cycle
in proliferating progenitors (Nakano et al., 2005). Melk was ten-
fold downregulated from P7 to P17 and was called absent in all
P17 astrocyte and Myelin OL samples. A closer look at the top 50
genes downregulated in astrocytes shows a similar pattern, with
48 of 50 (96%) below the expression threshold in P17 cerebral
cortical gray matter astrocytes, strongly suggesting complete se-
nescence of cell division in the vast majority of cortical astrocytes
by P17, as has previously been documented. One example of a
well characterized astrocyte progenitor cell marker that is not
expressed by OPCs is nestin, a marker expressed by radial glia and
by astrocytes during development and after injury, but not by
normal mature astrocytes. Nestin is downregulated threefold
from P1 to P7 astrocytes, downregulated another fourfold from
P7 to P17 astrocytes, and called absent in all P17 astrocyte sam-
ples. Two of the most downregulated genes during astrocyte de-
velopment are uncharacterized DNA binding proteins (Tcfcp2l1
and Riken gene 2310005P05 with a helix-hairpin-helix DNA-
binding, class 1 protein domain). They are both astrocyte-
enriched (13-fold and fivefold respectively) and not expressed by
OPCs, suggesting a specific role in astrocyte lineage development.

One of the genes most strongly upregulated during astrocyte de-
velopment is BC055107, the homolog in humans known as Drr1/
Tu3a/Fam107a. Among the CNS neural cell types, Drr1 is astrocyte-
specific (21-fold enriched in astrocytes), and one of the most highly
expressed genes. Drr1, a 144 amino acid protein with a nuclear lo-
calization signal, was identified as a human tumor suppressor gene
deleted in tumors from multiple tissues (Wang et al., 2000). The
strong upregulation of Drr1 during mouse astrocyte development,
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combined with its characterization as a tumor suppressor, strongly
suggest a functional role of Drr1 in maintaining cells in a quiescent,
nonproliferating state. This gene deserves attention in future studies
to determine whether polymorphisms or mutations predispose to
glioblastoma susceptibility.

The finding that genes downregulated during OPC differen-
tiation are generally expressed by other CNS cell types (Fig. 6B)
suggests a paucity of OPC-specific markers relative to markers for
differentiated OLs. The exceptions to this trend included the two
well established OPC markers, PDGFR� and NG2/Cspg4, but
also some less well characterized genes such as Matrilin-4
(Matn4), Ligand-of-Numb protein X (Lnx1), protein kinase
cGMP-dependent (Prkg2), and zinc finger BED domain contain-
ing 4 (Zbed4). Zbed4 is a member of the human hAT family that
self-associates and acts as a transcriptional activator of cell cycle
genes (Yamashita et al., 2007). G-protein-coupled receptor 17
(Gpr17) is strongly and specifically expressed by developing OLs
and by adulthood appears specific to adult OPCs.

As OPCs differentiate into OLs and then Myelin OLs (supple-
mental Tables S18, S19, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material), concurrent with the upregulation of myelin
genes, their gene profiles reveal a dramatic downregulation of
cytoskeletal and matrix genes that might sustain the cytoskeleton,
and a strong upregulation of a large number of genes whose
function appears to be to depolymerize the cytoskeleton (such as
gelsolin) or to collapse the cytoskeleton (such as proteins in the
ephrin and semaphorin signaling pathways), all of which may
potentially be required for myelin compaction. Genes upregu-
lated concurrently with MOG and in vivo myelination include
genes associated with the paranode, and genes required for nor-
mal node of Ranvier formation, such as MAL, hyaluronan and
proteoglycan link protein 2 (Hapln2), Contactin 3 (Cntn3),
Cntn2, Nkx6.2, Stathmin1 (Stmn1), and RIKA330104H05 (Er-
min). These observations strongly suggest that the genes under-
lying myelination may be regulated in distinct waves (Dugas et
al., 2006), the first being involved in the ensheathment of the
nerve fibers and the second in establishing the intercellular junc-
tions involved in node of Ranvier formation and maintenance.

Comparison of in vivo astrocytes with in vitro
cultured astroglia
Primary cultures of astroglia (McCarthy and de Vellis, 1980) have
long served as an in vitro proxy for studying in vivo astrocytes,
however, the relationship between preparations of cultured as-
troglia to normally functioning astrocytes is poorly understood.
Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of in vitro cultured astroglia
samples along with in vivo purified brain cell types showed that
cultured astroglia cluster with the astrocytes, but they branch off
at a level similar to the level at which OPC branch away from OLs
(supplemental Fig. S10, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material). Based on their gene expression profiles, this
data suggests that cultured astroglia and in vivo astrocytes are as
different from each other as OPCs are from OLs. The heat map
in supplemental Figure S11 (available at www.jneurosci.org as

supplemental material) shows the global gene comparison of
all 12,416 CNS expressed genes and indicates that cultured
astroglia express many of the genes expressed by astrocytes
and generally do not express those genes enriched in neurons
or OLs. Although their expression is similar, it is clear that
some astrocyte genes are not expressed by cultured astroglia,
whereas some genes expressed by cultured astroglia are not
expressed by astrocytes in vivo. This is in contrast to in vitro
cultures of other CNS cell types such as OPCs, OLs, and retinal
ganglion cells, in which the genes expressed by cultured cells
closely match the genes expressed in vivo (Dugas et al., 2006;
Wang et al., 2007). This could not be explained by the presence
of serum in the astroglia culture medium, as these differences
persisted when we instead cultured the astroglia in serum-free
medium (data not shown). We compared cultured astroglia
and in vivo astrocytes and identified 2103 cultured astroglia-
enriched genes and 2819 in vivo astrocyte-enriched genes
(supplemental Tables S20, S21, available at www.jneurosci.org
as supplemental material).

These results clearly show that cultured astroglia do not represent
the same cell type as in vivo astrocytes, but instead represent an
astrocyte-like cell type. One hypothesis is that cultured astroglia rep-
resent an immature stage of the astrocyte lineage, such as a glial
precursor cell; an alternative hypothesis is that cultured astroglia
reflect a reactive astrocyte phenotype. In support of the first hypoth-
esis, the Notch signaling pathway is the most significantly enriched
signaling pathway in astrocytes in vivo (Table 1A) (supplemental
Table S22, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material)
and we found that Notch target genes remained high, and some-
times increased, as astrocytes in vivo mature. Our profiles also indi-
cated that the Notch pathway is not activated in cultured astroglia.
Although the Notch1 and Notch2 ligands are expressed by both in
vitro astroglia and in vivo astrocytes, the downstream Notch effecter
Hes5 is not expressed in vitro, and Hes1 is expressed at much
lower levels in vitro. Interestingly, Notch ligands delta-like 4
(Dll4), Jagged 1 (Jag1), and Jag2 are highly expressed by en-
dothelial cells (R. Daneman and B. A. Barres, unpublished
data), which ubiquitously contact astrocytes in vivo, suggest-
ing the possibility that active Notch signaling in the mature
CNS is required to maintain a mature astrocyte fate. In sup-
port of the alternative hypothesis, the presence of immune
system genes (such as complement protein C3) at high levels
in cultured astroglia, but not in astrocytes in vivo, provided
some evidence that astroglia in culture are more similar to
reactive astrocytes. Future studies using similar methods to
purify astrocyte progenitor cells and reactive astrocytes, and
using the databases we have presented here, should be able to
more fully describe the nature of cultured astroglia.

Discussion
A database of transcriptional profiles for CNS neural
cell types
In this study, we have described the development of new methods
to highly purify acutely isolated astrocytes, neurons, and OLs

4

Figure 6. Genes upregulated and downregulated during astrocyte and oligodendrocyte development. The top 60 genes most downregulated during astrocyte development (A, light green bar)
and OL development (B, orange bar), and the top 60 genes most upregulated during astrocyte development (C, dark green bar) and OL development (D, red bar). The genes are plotted on a heat map
to illustrate gene expression patterns in all CNS cell types at different developmental stages. The individual gene expression level for each cell type is normalized to the age averaged astrocyte
expression (A, C) and the age averaged OL expression (B, D). The normalized values are plotted on a log2 color scale, with blue representing low expression and red representing high expression. The
fold enrichment can be estimated from the log2 color bar scale. For example, the change from light blue (�1) to medium red (2) represents an eightfold difference in expression level. Note that,
although few genes strongly downregulated during development (A, B) are expressed in a cell-type-specific pattern, the majority of genes strongly upregulated during development (C, D) are
expressed in a cell-type-specific pattern.
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from developing to mature (P1 to P30) mouse forebrain and used
these techniques to produce a transcriptome database of
genome-wide gene expression values for the main neural cell
types in the CNS. This database provides a resource to the neu-
roscience community to better understand the development and
function of the brain. These same methods can also in principle
now be used to study how gene expression changes in astrocytes,
neurons, and OLs during brain pathology.

This database of cell-type-specific gene expression comple-
ments existing qualitative databases that describe regional gene
expression patterns such as the ABA and GENSAT. Comparing
our lists of genes displaying CNS cell type specificity with the ABA
revealed a high degree of correspondence; however, the coverage
of the genome enabled by GeneChip Arrays enabled us to identify
a much greater number of differentially expressed genes in a
more quantitative manner. Moreover, as we were able to isolate
cells from a variety of postnatal ages, our data allows for analysis
of developmental profiles of gene expression. This data, in con-
junction with the information on regional expression provided
by the ABA and mouse lines available from GENSAT, provides
neuroscientists with powerful tools to dissect temporal, spatial,
and cell-type-specific CNS gene expression.

Identification of new cell-type-specific markers
There is a need for improved neural cell type markers in the CNS.
Identification of pan-neuronal, astrocyte, and OL markers has
long been problematic because of the great degree of regional and
subtype neuronal heterogeneity. In particular, current markers
for astrocytes are either not uniformly expressed in all astrocytes,
or do not fully label both the astrocyte cell body and all processes.
For example, GFAP, the most widely used astrocyte marker, is
preferentially expressed in white matter over gray matter astro-
cytes and does not label all processes (Bushong et al., 2002). Sim-
ilarly, aquaporin 4, although highly astrocyte specific, is localized
to astrocyte endfeet. Connexin 43 only labels some astrocytes and
is also expressed by endothelial cells, and although S100� labels
both gray matter and white matter astrocytes, it also labels OPCs
and OLs.

Here, we identified Aldh1L1 as a highly useful new astrocyte-
specific marker. We also showed that the GENSAT Aldh1L1-
EGFP BAC mouse has fluorescence labeling of astrocytes that
faithfully follows the astrocyte-specific Aldh1L1 expression pat-
tern and therefore provides a superior tool for visualization of
astrocytes in the developing and adult mouse brain. Given that
Aldh1L1 appears to be expressed by nearly all astrocytes, but not
other CNS cell types, the Aldh1L1 promoter will likely be a useful
tool to drive Cre expression specifically in astrocytes. By their
specific expression patterns, Pla2g7 and Ascbg1 are also likely to
be useful astrocyte-specific markers.

In a similar manner, our dataset allows for the identification
of many suitable markers for neurons and OLs. For OLs, there are
many myelin genes such as MBP that have long served as useful
markers, but as these are highly localized to myelin, they have not
been useful for quantitative studies involving staining of OL cell
bodies. We have identified several highly OL specific genes in-
cluding Fa2h, Gpr62, Tmem125/6330530A05Rik, gene model 98,
and Plekhh1 that have great potential to be improved markers for
this lineage. Although many genes whose expression was highly
specific to neurons were identified, the vast majority of these
genes displayed regional specificity when analyzed by ISH or
cross referenced with the ABA. Stathmin-like-2 (Scg10) was the
most specific and broadly expressed gene we could identify, sug-
gesting its suitability for a pan-neuronal marker.

The astrocyte transcriptome provides many new clues to
astrocyte development and function
The astrocyte transcriptome that we have identified provides new
clues to the dramatic nature of the division of metabolic labor
between the major cell types in the brain. The preferential storage
of glycogen and glycoylsis in astrocytes has long been known
(Hertz, 2004). Astrocytes are thought to play a key role in degrad-
ing glutamate to glutamine and in coupling synaptic activity and
glucose utilization (Magistretti, 2006). Our findings confirm the
significant astrocyte enrichment of these metabolic pathways,
such as glycolysis and the Krebs cycle, but also reveal a large
number of other metabolic pathways that are enriched in astro-
cytes (Table 1D). For instance, there is a significant enrichment
of pathways involved in amino acid synthesis and degradation,
such as a preferential presence of the pathways for synthesis of
glycine, serine, and cysteine. Certain lipid synthetic pathways are
also highly enriched in astrocytes, as shown, for instance, by their
preferential expression of Acsbg1/bubblegum/lipidosin, a pro-
tein with very long-chain acyl-CoA synthetase activity (Fraisl et
al., 2004). Although astrocytes have long been thought to play a
primary role in glutamate degradation, our metabolic pathway
analysis indicated that astrocytes are also highly enriched for
most or all of the major pathways for glutamate production or the
4 carbon backbone of glutamate, suggesting that an important
role of astrocytes may actually be to produce neurotransmitters
such as glutamate and then send them to neurons in the form of
neuroactive immediate precursors such as glutamine. The astro-
cyte transcriptome, however, does not include mRNAs for vesic-
ular glutamate transporters or synaptic proteins including
Vglut1, Vglut2, synapsin 1, and synaptotagmin found in neurons,
and thus does not support the idea that astrocytes conduct regu-
lated secretion of glutamate in vivo.

The astrocyte transcriptome that we have elucidated also points
to many hypotheses about astrocyte function. Arguably, knowledge
of the most highly expressed specific genes within a cell type should
provide important clues as to the likely functions of that cell type. For
OLs, the most highly expressed specific genes are primarily myelin
genes, consistent with their most important role in myelination. For
neurons, highly expressed synaptic genes correlate with their main
role of neurotransmission. For astrocytes, an examination of the top
most expressed specific genes reveals such secreted proteins as ApoE,
ApoJ/clusterin, Pla2g7, Sparc, hevin/Sparcl1, and Mfge8, genes
about whose function in astrocytes we know very little. Some of these
astrocyte-enriched genes might be important for astrocyte-synapse
or astrocyte-endothelial cell interactions. Many of these genes are
strongly upregulated in astrocytes from P1 to P7 to P17, suggesting
that the proteins they encode play important roles later in CNS de-
velopment around and after the time most synapses are formed.
Such a possibility is consistent with evidence of the ability of astro-
cytes to regulate synaptic formation (Christopherson et al., 2005).
We found many other astrocyte-enriched genes that are implicated
in psychiatric diseases such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder,
including Npas3 (Pieper et al., 2005), Mlc1 [found in distal astrocyte
processes (Boor et al., 2005)], Lgi1/4 (Gu et al., 2004; Schulte et al.,
2006), and Gpr56 (Mochida, 2005), providing clues to the potential
ways that astrocytes may contribute to synaptic regulation and
neurological and psychiatric diseases.

Several evolutionarily conserved phagocytic pathways are
highly enriched in astrocytes
In culture, astroglia are highly phagocytic cells (Roldan et al.,
1997; Chang et al., 2000). Although the extent to which mamma-
lian astrocytes can phagocytose in vivo has not been clear, CNS
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glial cells in Drosophila brain that are similar to mammalian as-
trocytes have been shown to mediate clearance of apoptotic cells
and participate in axon pruning (Freeman et al., 2003; Mac-
Donald et al., 2006). Our studies identified the same evolution-
arily conserved phagocytic pathways used by fly glia and C. El-
egans cells as being specifically and highly expressed by mouse
astrocytes in vivo. These include the Ced-1/Draper/Megf10 (and
Lrp1/CD91), Ced-7, Ced-6/Gulp1 and ced-2/Crk, ced-5/Dock1,
ced-12/Elmo pathways. In addition, we also identified the Mertk/
Axl, �v�5 integrin pathway previously shown to mediate phago-
cytosis of shedding rod outer segments by retinal pigment epithe-
lial cells (Feng et al., 2002; Duncan et al., 2003; Finnemann and
Nandrot, 2006; Nandrot et al., 2007), as highly enriched in astro-
cytes in vivo. Ligands for each of these pathways, ApoE and Mfge8,
are among the most highly expressed astrocyte genes, emphasizing
their likely importance to the function of astrocytes in vivo. It is
unclear whether these pathways synergize or independently mediate
clearance of specific types of debris dependent on receptor specific-
ity. Astrocytes, OLs, and neurons do not express Fc receptor and
Cd11/CD18b/integrin �2 phagocytic pathways to mediate clearance
of antibody or complement opsonized debris, although these two
pathways are highly expressed by microglia.

What are the potential targets of astrocyte phagocytosis? Dur-
ing development, apoptotic cells must be cleared by phagocyto-
sis, and some evidence suggests that mammalian astrocytes in
vivo may participate in this process (Krueger et al., 1995). In
Drosophila, it has been shown that draper (Megf10), Dock1, and
Rac1 are required for cell death attributable to growth differ-
ences, and the same neighboring cell receptors that promote
death are also those responsible for engulfment (Li and Baker,
2007). A functional role of glial cells in phagocytosis in vivo in the
peripheral nervous system has been shown for Schwann cell en-
gulfment of axon tips (axosomes) during the process of synapse
elimination (Bishop et al., 2004). Similarly astrocytes have been
found to phagocytose CNS synapses (Steward and Messenhei-
mer, 1978). Both Megf10 and Mertk are highly expressed by
Schwann cells, and thus are excellent candidates to help mediate
this process, suggesting the possibility that the role of these
phagocytic pathways in astrocytes may be to help mediate syn-
apse elimination. The phagocytic pathways that we have identi-
fied are also excellent candidates to help mediate the clearance of
amyloid. Astroglia in vitro, and when cultured on brain slices,
robustly clear amyloid deposits (Wyss-Coray et al., 2003), and
both ApoE and Mfeg8 help mediate amyloid clearance (Boddaert
et al., 2007). Cumulatively, these data suggest that the glial phago-
cytic pathways we have identified are important new candidates
to participate in axon pruning, CNS and PNS synapse elimina-
tion, amyloid clearance within the brain, and that disruption of
these pathways could lead to amyloid plaque accumulation in
Alzheimer’s disease.
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